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For me, film is about creating content of both relevance and depth through story telling that is 
designed to enhance its subject matter and the way in which is communicates with its audience. 
I have gained a huge amount of experience across a variety of roles and forms which has allowed 
me to create film as a Director, Camera Op, Editor and Producer for a number of high profile 
clients including : Urban Decay, Amazon, The British Library, Temples, Laidback Luke & many 
more.   

Working predominately within the arts & music world I have become accustomed to creating 
within a high paced work environment, while keeping the quality to the height that is expected. 
I quickly found my background in management and teaching had given me confidence in 
delegating roles as well as communicating what is expected on set.  

Although 2020 brought a halt to many exciting projects I had lined up, it also offered the rare 
opportunity to delve deeper into creating, learning and expanding my knowledge of marketing.  

The film industry is a booming industry and becoming ever more valuable to businesses, 
therefore I will continue to challenge artistic boundaries while I look to evolve within a timeless 
medium.  

I look forward to learning more about how we can potentially work together in the near future.  

Website  
www.mackfilm.co.uk 

Professional Skills Include; 

- Experienced in - Adobe Premier Pro  
- Directing  
- Producing 
- Cinematography  
- Editing  
- Colour Grading 
- Audio Production  
- Microsoft / GDriveSoftwares 

http://www.mackfilm.co.uk


Education 2012 - Present   

GCSE’S : 
English c  - English Lit B - Science's C C C  

P.E C - R.E C - MUSIC C - CITIZENSHIP C - MATHS C 

Further Education: 
- Sports Development D M M (A Levels) 

-   Level 3 Music Practitioner | Hertfordshire College Of Music  
- Higher Education YR 1 at The Institute Of Contemporary Music (BA HONS)  
- PTTLS in Education | Teacher Training  
- Tutor at Hertfordshire College Of Music  
- Pitch Songwriter - Warner Music (Freelance)  

2014 - 2016 

Event Manager | Crew for Zing Events / Chilli Sauce / Country Pursuits   

Working closely with high profile corporate clients and businesses on the day to ensure events 
run smoothly and to the itinerary from The Crystal Maze Challenge with Sky news to a Sold out 
Circus themed acrobat events at KOKO Camden. Other companies events included the likes of : 

Lionsgate Film, Barclaycard & Google.   

2016 - Present  

Founder |  MACK FILM  

Mack Films is a UK based film collective comprised of highly skilled creatives specialising in film, 
music & corporate content creation.  
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